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Donor # 4568 

Interview Notes 

 
         Donor 4568 is a big man. At 6’5 he towered over me even while sitting down. He’s rather 

handsome and his size fits him very well and is neither awkward nor overbearing. He came to 

our interview wearing black jeans, black loafers and a light blue striped Polo shirt. He is as 

blond and pale as he is tall. His pale blue eyes are set back into his face and his curly hair is a 

frosty blond color, almost white. Overall, he seems like a very tidy and clean cut person. He 

has a deep, resonating voice, full lower lip, a straight nose which is slightly squared at the tip 

and a rosy complexion. If I have to pick someone I would say that he slightly resembles the 

actor Paul Bettany. He hesitated slightly before answering each question and I couldn’t really 

tell if he was unsure of things or if he just liked to think a lot before speaking. 

 

         Currently he is underwriting for an insurance company and both he and his girlfriend aspire 

to get an MBA in finance. When I asked him what the draw was in finance he revealed that he 

loves everything about finance and numbers. Growing up he was great at math, but didn’t 

develop his passion for it until his early 20’s. In elementary school he was a ‘play hard’ type 

of child, PE was his favorite class and he sped through his academics so he could get outside 

and play sports. He became more academic late in high school. He was only motivated do 

better when his parents motivated him with a reward, like his first TV. Over all reward or not, 

he found excelling at academics easy.  

 

         Donor 4568 is a helpful and considerate person. A domestically inclined man, he enjoys 

going to Home Depot and Ikea with his girlfriend. Sports are still a big part of his life, mostly 

playing basketball these days. He’s also a family and friends kind of guy through and 

through. He’s always had a good relationship with his brother and sister. He and his brother 

are close in age and they share a love of rough and tumble activities. To this day it only takes 

a few minutes of them being in a room together before they begin wrestling.  

        

        The donor describes himself as getting ‘the best of everything’ in the genetics department. His 

older brother got all the intelligence and therefore did poorly in school because he was just 

‘way too smart’, his sister got the least amount of brain smarts, but conversely got all the 

drive. The donor’s mother would say he got all the emotional intelligence, that he is the 

empathic child. I would agree with the donor and his mother, he really does have a little of 

everything and is quite an empathic and intelligent young man. 
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